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Do you know Oxicell?
Oxicell is a particularly innovative method based on the concept of the full
bath in the ozone body. It is used for the treatment of imperfections caused
by microcirculatory stasis: cellulite, swelling, heaviness limbs, dry skin, water retention and muscle’s atony.
Cellulite and in skin imperfections linked to it have a common denominator:
the lack of oxygen in the skin tissue: this scientific acquisition is born Oxicell
system that works by stimulating a deep oxygenation of simple but extremely rigorous and accurate tissues , including playing mode. The body is
prepared for treatment with a preliminary superficial exfoliation carried out
with specific cosmetic preparations based on active ingredients ozonized
friction evenly.
This first phase in addition to the action dermatological specific prepares the
body in a pleasant and relaxing at Oxicell ozone bath.
In the relaxing and quiet dipping the gas mixture interacts with the active ingredients ionized previously clutched on the
body, with synergistic enhancement effects. A final massage completes the treatment finisher.

Instructions for use
To effect an elegant gommage with OZOil on the patient, stretching her/it on the parts to treat. To insert the pouch to
the person to treat and to close him/it through the zipper or the film of film; to start the immission of ozone up to complete filling of the pouch and to leave that the mixture of oxygen ozone makes its work.

1. After fifteen minutes around, to disarm the immission of ozone
2. To activate the air for five minutes and to extinguish
3. To inhale the content of the sack up to emptying

What pouches
Various typologies of pouches exist to apply. The most diffused are two:
1) The first type is used for local applications on the extremities of the body
(es. legs and arms): introduces him with an open side and with the predisposition of two pipes, one for the aspiration and one for sends her/it, equipped
of valves of closing: they are in resistant polietilene to the ozone and I am
monouso and you/they are made to wear on the zone to treat and sealed with
the transparent film.
2) The second type is used for the treatment on the whole body on the person
and you/he/she is produced in material resistant to the ozone: always introduces an open side and 2 valves for the connection of the pipes
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Do you know Cellulitis?
The cellulitis, or district lipodystrophy, is more correctly an
enlargment of the fat cells. These, increasing of volume,
they compress the capillary ones the circulation and favoring the stagnation of the liquids and the toxins: here
explained the increased water retention, the pain, the circulatory difficulty, the signs.

Why is it formed?
Surely it is favorite from incorrect habits: immoderate feeding or messed up, stress, use of footwears and non proper (tall shoes too much, low shoes too much, constrictive
body, etc.) clothing, circulatory problems, hormonal problems, malabsorption and intolerances of some foods.

What to do
- To use specific creams for the cellullite type OZOil
- Physical activity: gym, swimming, simple exercises to regularly be performed to your house
- To privilege a balanced nutrition
- To drink two glasses of water iperozonizzata a day, “Water of Long Life” Multiossigen produced with S1-AB. Every
individual is constituted by around the 60% of water. It is important to maintain this so tall percentage, drinking so
much water enriched of oxygen, 1/2 liters to the day, produced with S1-AB
- To undergo to manual linfodrenaggi or light mechanics

What not to do
- To be sat or standing locks the whole day
- To wear too much adherent garments
- Don’t drink water thinking that it make to inflate
- To excessively smoke
- To assume alcoholic
- To eat too much with candies and snack, especially when he is anxious
- To bathe too much in warm baths
- To make energetic massages, because they break the capillary ones and the structures of support of the cellulitis

Indications
- Coadjutant in the treatment of the dermatitis
- Coadjutant in the treatment of the microcirculatory
- Treatment of the lipodystrophy

FEATURES
Feed: 230 V ac – 50 Hz
Power absorbed: 430 VA
Fuse: 5x20 – T 2.5 A
Class of isolation: I (CEI 62-5 / IEC 601- 1)
Temperature: +10 ÷ +40° C
Humidity: 30 ÷ 75 %
Pressure: 500 ÷ 1060 bar
Measures: H. 113 x L.77 x P. 40 - 40 Kg
Equipment conforming norm CEI 62/39
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